
BOOK HAMPER COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. A winner may not exchange the prize for cash, and no entrant may win more than one prize 

under this competition. 

2. The competition is only open to South African citizens. 

3. These terms and conditions are governed by the laws of the Republic of South Africa. 

4. The competition starts on the 8th of September 2020 and closes on the 13th of September 

2020. 

5. To stand a chance of winning a book hamper, participants must follow us on Instagram and 

tag a friend in the comments section of the specified post. 

6. The promoter will only select 3 winners who will be selected through a random draw. 

7. Winners will be announced on the SA Taxi Instagram account. 

8. By entering the competition, each entrant agrees to be bound by these terms and 

conditions. 

9. By entering the competition, all entrants consent to the use of their personal data by SA Taxi 

for the purposes of the administration of this prize draw and any other purposes to which 

the entrant has expressly consented. 

10. Prizes are subject to availability. In the event of unforeseen circumstances, SA Taxi reserves 

the right (a) to substitute alternative prizes of equivalent or greater value and (b) in 

exceptional circumstances to amend or cease (stop) the promotion/competition without 

notice. SA Taxi will not discuss with any participant its reasons for amending or ceasing the 

competition. 

11. Entrants under the age of 18 must obtain written permission from their parents or legal 

guardians before entering. 

12. SA Taxi is not (but the relevant competition entrant will be) responsible for entries that are 

late, incomplete or that are not received due to technical problems of any kind. 

13. SA Taxi is not responsible for any injury or damage to a participant’s, or any other person’s 

computer, mobile telephone or other device used by them or any other person to enter into 

the competition. 

14. SA Taxi is not responsible for any costs or expenses which any participant in this 

competition, or any other person, incurs during and for purposes of their entry into the 

competition and their acceptance and/or use of a prize. 

15. Late entries will not be accepted. 

16. The entrants and SA Taxi acknowledge that the competition is in no way sponsored, 

endorsed or administered by, or associated with, the social media platform (Instagram). For 

this reason an entrant may not approach Instagram for compensation relating to matters 

coming out of this competition. The entrants acknowledge that they use the social media 

platform at their own risk.The entrant may not use multiple accounts to enter the 



competition, and they will be disqualified from this competition if they enter using more 

than one Instagram account. 


